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I f Vegas locals seem exhausted at work on 
Wednesday mornings, that’s because Tuesdays 
have become the hottest night to party for those 
in the know. Not one, but three of Sin City’s best 

soirées go down on the most random of nights and 
they’re nowhere near The Strip. So get out of the 
EDM-laden mega-club bottle service rut and dig in 
deeper to the underground party scene where the 
drinks are cheaper, the dress code relaxed and no one 
gives a damn about lasers and confetti. Your new 
mission, should you choose to accept it, is to call your 
favorite ride-booking service and party-hop between 
Techno Taco Tuesdays, Cymatic Sessions and Nickel 
Fucking Beer Night. Three different takes on a 
nightlife alternative, yet all started by DJs. 

Tacos & Beer, a quaint restaurant and bar at 3900 
Paradise Rd. (complete with a Cheech & Chong wood 
carving presiding over the bar), is the best way to have 
your techno and keep up your stamina to stay up past 
your weeknight bedtime. Not only are the tacos 
delicious and cheap, but the music is on point. So 
much so that in its two years, the party has expanded 
to the parking lot. The crew of Tino “Bad Beat” Gomez, 
Lance “Le Rok” Rodriguez, Pedro Flores, Eder More, 
Ralph Hernandez and Ben Farrell regularly lures in 300 
to 350 people on a normal Tuesday, with upwards of 
500 for their Techno Tent parties. 

The music starts at 9pm and goes until 3am (the 
kitchen stays open until 2am for your late-night 
grubbing). “The cool part is at three in the morning, 
we still have 30 to 40 people there,” Gomez tells DJ 
Mag USA. Previous artists to headline Techno Taco 
Tuesday include Mind Against, Agents of Time, 

TUESDAY IS THE NEW BLACK
Las Vegas locals find new underground exploits to enjoy, just off the hustle 
and bustle of The Strip in these Tuesday night events…
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